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What's going on at the Pink PiÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â±ata? Three things: 1. A bizarre poker tournament with real

characters from the poker world.2. A mysterious puzzle taking place behind the scenes. 3. Poker

strategy. Yes, this is also a poker strategy book that can improve your tournament play, but shh!

Most people don't read it that way. Welcome to the Pink PiÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â±ata!
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Wow. Tyler had me at the first line, "Would you do it"? I started reading and couldn't put it down. It is

a great book with so many poker concepts! Some of the strategies I'd forgotten and many more I will

incorporate.This book provides so much to engage fellow poker players and dealers. I can't stop

talking about it at the poker table. I find it interesting the conversations and the way players who I

thought I knew answered or responded with.I did get a little bothered by our hero always arriving

late after breaks. At the end of the book it all made perfect sense and I can look back and know how

much the break episodes contributed to the story.It is a great read! While it can be light hearted and

entertaining it has so much depth. Don't read it lightly.Thanks Tyler,Lynda Eckols

This Book was incredible. My wife is an avid reader I'm talking reads every book under the sun kind

of reader. I on the other hand can't remember ever reading a book cover to cover in School I would

just copy somebody or read the first few chapters of the book and then the back cover. I have

picked up books at the library and even tried reading another poker type of book but I could never



get through it. Low and behold I couldn't put this book down and absolutely loved it. Few days later I

bought another of Tyler's books (The Dark side of the Felt).This book had my on a emotional

rollercoaster. I never knew where it was going to end up so many twists and unexpected things took

place in a fishy poker tournament it was amazing with tons of funny moments as well. Can't wait for

the sequel.

I'm not much of a reader of poker type books, but I found the exception. This book is easily read by

people whose knowledge of poker is irrelevant. Its written in an easy to read and enjoyable way. I

found myself being able to see each character as the descriptions were vivid and alive.I feel like I'm

sitting right in the game. I'm looking forward to reading many more of Tyler nals books. I'll be looking

forward to the next one anxiously.

Well written book . Lots of action and quirkiness . A weird setting , but aren't any private poker

tournaments a weird setting ?I really liked the player profiling the protagonist always did as he

encounters all new players .I liked the subtleties about things like looking for patterns and being

patient or strategic.Also the admonition against panicking because of stacks is one that I'm sure

many players need .There is also some real interesting takes on conventional poker wisdom like

when to look at hole cards .

Poker can be a serious game, but Tyler Nals makes it just a load of fun in his new book. Anyone

who plays poker will recognize some of these characters because they have all been at every poker

player's table at some point in time. Based on real people in real situations, Tyler shares their

stories, dreams and of course, their poker hands as they play to win this very fishy tournament! For

you serious players, check out Tyler's book "Poker Notes" an excellent guide to the game we all

love to hate!

tyler is an amazing story teller! very creative and keeps you interested throughout. this experiment

of adding his supporters and Facebook friends into his collection of books was honestly way better

than i expected!! not to say i didn't think it would be good, it was just better than i imagined it to be. if

you like entertaining stories with some heart felt serious moments you really need to get this book!

also check out tylers other books he is the real deal! a hidden gem your lucky to find! you wont be

disappointed. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€˜Ã‚Â•



Life is great at the Pink PiÃƒÂ±ata....And so is this story about a poker tournament made up people

from all walk of life. Tyler has written a great piece, which intertwines true to life stories of his fans

with a poker tournament, and a shady exercise that occurs off the felt. A $90,000 first place prize is

on the line. Winner take all! And yes: I would do it......Thanks again for another great story Tyler!

Hoping for a sequel.

A fun easy read. Was hilarious trying to figure out the people. A few I knew right away and others

guessing. Great stories and I really look forward to reading your past books. So glad to have

connected with you on fb. Love your continuous questions. Haven't been playing that long but that

first year was a blast. Thanks :-) Janet Fitzgerald
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